
About the uniqueness and values of Transylvanian 
Landscape. How can we help it to develop sustainable 
and preserve its beauty?

August 28 to 31, 2018
Hundertbücheln/Movile, Transylvania, Romania

student workshopminds on
landscapes



Churchfortress e.V. Friends of Hundertbücheln - Movile” is a non-profit association, it’s aims and 
priorities are to firstly maintain the architectural heritage of the fortified churches in Transylvania 
and their ensembles of medieval villages and the striking characteristic local scenery. Secondly, 
the association is focusing on the sustainable development of a regional based small-scaled 
economy using the existing traditional craft and agricultural methods. The association comprises 
an international team of professional landscape architects and landscape planners. The team 
has the skills and professional knowledge to understand, analyze and assess ecological, social 
and aesthetic characteristics of the unique historic scenery of the village of Hundertbücheln/
Movile as well as the other Transylvanian villages within the area. As landscape architects and 
planners we see the special value in a coherent and integrative landscape thinking and to use the 
combination of an architecture and landscape to improve the daily lives of people.

More about Churchfortress e.V.: 
 - www.churchfortress.org 
 - facebook.com/churchfortress

The Legend of Hunderbücheln – Movile

According to the legend a hundred hills emerged through a tiny hole in a sand-filled apron. The 
apron belonged to a giant that passed through the neighborhood a long time ago. But the giant 
didn‘t notice the tiny hole and because of his heavy stride, a pile of sand fell from his apron with 
every step. When he became aware of it after a hundred steps it was already too late. A hundred 
hills, Hundertbücheln, laid already there. 
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Minds on Landscapes was a workshop for students of 
architecture, landscape architecture and related fields about 
the uniqueness and values of Transylvania landscape. The 
workshop was concentrated on the area around the village of 
Hundertbücheln/ Movile in Harbach valley, Transylvania and it‘s 
surrounding landscape. 

main topics
� synergy between a traditional village and its surrounding     
   landscapes
� understanding architectural, cultural and landscape heritage
� social and ecological processes in the cultural landscape
� land use and nature protection in rural areas

why join?
� You will experience the amazing landscape of Transylvania  
   through a new perspective.
� Work with international experts from the field of architecture,      
   landscape architecture and ecology.
� Contribute with your ideas to the development of Transylvania  
   rural regions.
� Enjoy summer evenings under the stars at a bonfire.
� Obtain a certificate of successful participation.

workshop description

Landscape Morphology Built vs.green pattern Fortified church landmark

Building blocks of Landscape

Appearance – function relationship and ecological cycles in the Landscape
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The aim of the workshop is the sensibilization of 
the future professionals and local youth for the 
importance of Transylvanian landscape. 
This topic has been explored on the example 
of the village Hundertbücheln/Movile, Harbach 
valley in Transylvania and it‘s relation to the 
surrounding landscape.

How can we help to develop sustainably and 
preserve the beauty of the Transylvanian 
landscape?

explore | think | draw | celebrate
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The first day was dedicated to getting to know each other, input talks, 
social activities, and dining together. After the group gathered in Movile, 
short introductory visits to the Fortified church of Movile and the parish 
garden followed. 
Jonas Arndt, the court jester, made a fun and informative tour. He 
explained the historical aspects of the Church fortress and the 
development of the Saxon community involved in its formation, as well 
as the challenges for the future of the Transylvanian villages, such as 
Movile. He presented the Association Churchfortress e.V. Friends of 
Hundertbücheln – Movile and its current projects. Gasper Habjanic, 
Sonja Rozman and Katarina Bajc made a short introduction about the 
Workshop „Minds on Landscape“, its topics, aims, and methods. The 
importance of the cultural landscape as an identity and a sustainable 
ecological resource for the local population was at the heart of this and 
the subsequent workshop days.

day 1

exploring – students in the parish garden of the fortified church  

Synergy between 
a traditional village 
and its surrounding 
landscape
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history – view inside the restored bacon tower ‘Speckturm’ sketching – workshop material for the followig days  

museum – learning about the history of the fortified church and the Saxon history
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On the second day, the building type Fortified church, the structure of 
Transylvanian village, and landscape morphology were the main topics. 
The focus was on the observation and decomposition of the existing 
landscape elements; through drawing a number of short analytical 
sketches. In the morning we received a presentation about the Fortified 
churches in Transylvania from Ruth Istvan. As a member of the 
foundation Stiftung Kirchenburgen, she has been involved in the effort 
for the revitalization of the region and its built heritage. 
The organization team of the MOL than presented the main aspects of 
the Morphology of Transylvanian village and its codependency with the 
surrounding cultural landscape. Students got familiar with the tools and 
methods to analyze landscape elements and its composition as a whole. 
Analyzing the environment through thumbnail sketches, and relating 
the observed to the content of the morning lectures followed. Students 
produced 9 thumbnail analysis sketches of the observed situations with 
comments and reflections throughout the day, on different stations. 
The first station was the Church fortress in Movile. The view from the 
top of the tower provided the perfect spot to analyze the village structure 
and the landscape composition. After that we rushed off to the hilly 
landscape on the horse carriage, to draw the meadows, fields and other 
characteristic landscape elements. Meeting the shepherds provided an 
additional insight into the local way of life and economy. We concluded 
the trip with the sketching of the typical village structure sequence: 
garden-house-front yard-trench/bridge-road in the village of Movile.

sketching – first sketches from the top of the belltower     

analysing – students delve into drawing

day 2 Building blocks of 
the landscape
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travelling – typical transport into the hills of Movile learning – students getting intruduced how to analyse the landscape by sketching
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teaching – introducing symbols for axonometric landscape drawingsintroduction – typical landscape elements of Siebenbürgen    

discussing and exchanging the results of the day before
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The third day was focusing on the building blocks and structure of the 
cultural landscape around Movile (pasture – commons, forests, orchards, 
intensively cultivated fields and terraces, oak pastures, central village 
green, water channels, gardens). Katarina Bajc made an input about the 
social and ecological functions of these landscape building blocks and 
the challenges to preserve or reinvent them sustainably for the future. 
Rebecca Bedelean, a local landscape architect presented the challenges 
of the designing public spaces in the rural environments in Romania. We 
received a visit from the Romanian student group of the architect Eugen 
Vaida, who joined a discussion. 
From initial analyses on the second day of the workshop, we now 
made a transition to identifying the tangible problems, potentials and 
possible models for local sustainable development. Each student 
created an axonometric drawing of the geomorphological structure 
of the entire valley and positioned the village Movile in it. Another 
detailed drawing of a singular building block and its function within the 
landscape system followed. Each student developed suggestions for 
sustainable development for one building block. The ideas spanned from 
multifunctional extensive agriculture forms to tourist infrastructure, as 
well as concepts of commoning in the landscape, and alternative local-
based economies.

day 3 Function 
relationships and 
ecological cycles in 
the landscape
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discussing – presenting the results of possible landscape development sketching – final results are put on paper
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The last day of the workshop was dedicated to the cultural aspects of 
the landscape. Venessa Markus made an input about the sociological 
methods for collecting information on social aspects of the rural life. 
Students developed semi-structured interviews and went off to interview 
the local population about their relationships with the cultural landscape, 
about challenges of keeping the old traditions and about the trend of 
emigration and seasonal work. 
The collected stories were shared and discussed in the group and 
the knowledge was integrated into the concepts that students were 
developing. These strategies and concepts for the alternative future 
developments in the region were shared with the village in a form of an 
exhibition.

presenting – final results are pinned on the board

day 4 Cultural aspects 
of the landscape 
and concept 
development
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Katarina Bajc

Gasper Habjanic

Jonas Arndt

Sonja Rozman

Vanessa Markus

Rebecca Bedelean

organizers
minds on
landscapes
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Day 1 (28th of August)
16h / Welcoming and Presentations, Organization (Accommodation etc. )
18h / Dinner
20h / Free Evening 
  
Day 2 (29th of August)  
8h /  Waking up
9h / Breakfast
10h / Presentation „The Fortified Churches, and the traditional structure of the villages   
 in Transylvania“ (Ruth Istvan – Stiftung Kirchenburgen)
11h / Presentation „The tools and methods to analyze landscape elements and its   
 composition as a whole“ (Gasper Habjanic, Sonja Rozman, Katarina Bajc)
12h / Visit of the tower of the Church-fortress in Movile (Sketching)

13h / Lunch

14h / Visiting the Teachers House (Sketching)  
16h / Visiting the Village (Sketching – ach participant finds best view)

18h / Dinner
19h / Presentation „Preservation of the Transylvanian cultural heritage: do’s and   
 don’ts“ (Jonas Arndt, based on the lecture by Eugen Vaida)
20h / Bonfire & Recap of the day
  
  
Day 3 (30th of August) 
8h / Waking up 
9h / Breakfast
10h / Presentation „Landscape and public space in Transylvania, current state and   
 challenges“ (Rebecca Bedelean)
11h / Presentation „The relationship between the landscape forms and functions;   
 reasons for their formation; requirements for their conservation or sustainable   
 development“ (Gasper Habjanic, Sonja Rozman, Katarina Bajc)

12h / Expedition to the surrounding Landscape
13h / 1. Sketch: Axonometric drawing of the building blocks of Landscape
14h / Picnic in the hills 
15h / 2. Sketch: In-depth analysis drawing of one building blocks  
17h / 3. Landscape drawing with a view of a Church-fortress

19h / Dinner
20h / Recap of the day, feedback on the drawings etc.
  
  
Day 4 (31th of August) 
8h / Waking up 
9h / Breakfast
10h / Presentation „Methods of public participation and sociological assessment; examples  
 of working with the public in Transylvania„ (Venessa Markus)
11h / Interviewing the local population 
  
13h / Lunch
  
15h / Creating a documentation diagram of interactions with the interviewees and the local  
 youth. Integrating, summing up your comments and observations.
16h /  Creating a drawing which sums up the interdependency between 
 - the local population and their cultural landscape heritage 
 - the landscape and its ecological cycles 
 - the ecological cycles and peoples dependency on them to survive 
 - peoples activity in the landscape and local identity
17h / Preparing an exhibition of all the drawings produced

18h / Dinner 
19h / Open exhibition (public), Farewell Party
  
  
Day 5 (1st of September) 
8h / Waking up
9h / Breakfast

workshop program
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Sketches – Day 2
thumbnails – analise of building 
blocks of the landscape
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Sketches – Day 3
axonometry – funktional relationships 
and ecological cycles in the 
landscape
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL MOVILE

Sketches – Day 4
- concept design and presentation
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USES FOR “OUT OF USE” SPACES
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WINEYARDS OF MOVILE
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WAYS OF MOVILE
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FLOWERS OF MOVILE
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100 CHANCES
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COMMONS AND COMMUNITY
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VILLAGE OF EXCHANGE
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Exhabition Preparation – Day 4
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in cooperation with:

Minds on Landscape Workshop was organised and supported by:

http://churchfortress.org 
info@churchfortress.org



http://churchfortress.org 
info@churchfortress.org
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